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In some cases, you will notice that buttons in the data view and link to other toolbars in the
application will not work. This is a quirk of Active Data Studio, and we are working on ways to solve
this problem. If you have an XML file that you can download, and it will not update, you can use the
agent to manually fetch new data. To do this, launch the agent via Studio's Tools menu, and either

select Browse and navigate to the xml file, or provide the path to the file as an argument to the
agent. This can be especially useful if the file that is being updated has been updated by a previous
data transfer. We provide two ways to migrate to the new data format: By default, the new format

will be used as soon as possible, and any data still in the old format will be converted when the new
format is loaded. You can specify a custom time-out for these conversions in the Options... dialog

box, or by providing a parameter to the command StudioConnectionRepairDatabase (from the
Tools... menu) You can manually use StudioConnectionRepairDatabase with parameter -f to explicitly
force a repair with the old format.Warning: You will lose all data and settings in your RStudio project

if you attempt to repair an RStudio project while data is in use. We automatically test developer
builds when they are published to the marketplace. We run tests on a weekly schedule that attempts
to test recent changes against Visual Studio Code. The same basic tests are run against each build.
In addition, there are extensive unit tests that are run for each build. Finally, we include regression

tests of the core product on a monthly basis.
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after activating the
license in aqua data
server, the system

enforces the maximum
number of threads that

can execute
simultaneously. e.g. if
you purchased a 10

thread license, aqua data
server will only allow up
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to 10 threads from
executing simultaneously

within the application.
most actions such as
accessing the gui or
executing a script in

aqua data server require
a thread license. to

increase the number of
simultaneously executing

threads, you must
purchase additional
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thread licenses. aqua
data server calculates

the total number of
threads available by

summing up the licensed
units across all active
licenses. designing a

system with the active
approach uses the same
principles as designing a
system for passive use.
for example, the active
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loudspeaker system uses
the same type of

crossover as a passive
system, so the active

crossover design has the
same frequency

characteristics as the
passive crossover. the
active crossover has as

many passive sections as
the passive crossover, so

there is no need for
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additional passive
sections in the active

crossover. in the active
crossover design the

power amplifier outputs
are placed directly after

the crossover and no
complex signal

processing takes place.
the inherent simplicity of
the active crossover can
be used to its fullest. the
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advantage of a fully
active loudspeaker

system is the ability to
use the full frequency

range of the power
amplifiers without the

need for external
equalization. the "active"
loudspeaker design is the
opposite of the traditional

loudspeaker design,
where the power
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amplifier input is placed
after the crossover and a
complex equalization is
used to compensate for
the frequencies losses in
the crossover section. the

power amplifiers
frequency response is

fixed and the frequency
response of the

loudspeaker is adjusted
using equalization
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